
PCC 31jan19 finance

St Peter’s Church Finance Committee

Minutes of the meeting held at 7 pm on 17 January 2019 
at 20 Blundells Avenue, Tiverton

Present:    Rod Hilton (Chairman), David Pope (Treasurer), Rev Robert Gordon, Catherine Makepeace,
David Ricks, Helen Wakely, Roy Webber

Apologies:   Gill Heard, Janet Rendle

1. Welcome and Apologies

The Chairman welcomed everyone and opened the meeting with a prayer.

2. Treasurer’s Report

a. Budget 2019 
The budget now included an actual figure for insurance.  Planned maintenance included the stonework to
be done on the pinnacles which is urgent.  The estimate for gas is that expenditure will be higher than
before as a new contract is currently being negotiated.  An estimate of £3k has been included for the
future parish administrator.

b. Bank accounts
DP after consultation with Chris Burford (who has looked after the Music account) proposed that all but
the current account now be closed so that the Church operated with just one bank account.  All at the
meeting agreed.

c. Report of meeting held on 15 January 2019 with CCLA Representatives

DP presented the following report:

Rod  and  I  attended  a  CCLA  seminar  in  Exeter  in  late  November  and  hosted  a  visit  from  two
representatives  on  Tuesday  this  week:  Daisy  Mannifield,  Client  Relationship  Manager  and  Andrew
Hunter Johnston, Client Investment Director; this was the first time we have had a visit for 2 or maybe 3
years.

Daisy and Andrew came to give us a presentation which was very similar to the one we had in Exeter but
was tailored to St Peter’s and being one-to-one was more meaningful to us. The first part was mainly
focused on the CBF Investment fund, in which our assets are held, appendix A shows our valuations at
02.01.19, explaining how the fund is managed to give the best possible return; the aim is inflation plus
5% per annum. Over the past 10 years it has achieved 10.32%, i.e. income plus capital appreciation, this
compares with the ARC Steady Growth Charity Index at 7.65%. Objectives are set out in Appendix B
which also shows how fund assets are allocated and appendix C shows Sector and Regional allocations.
You will  note a heavy weighting on Global Equities,  particularly Americans where profits  are being
driven by Trump reforms.

The second part of the presentation focused on Outlook, see appendix D, and led to a detailed discussion
on  St.Peter’s  specific  position  especially  in  the  light  of  our  proposed  spending  requirements  for
reordering and completion of the Quinquennial repairs and of funding our annual deficit. We were asked
to specify a cash requirement  for the next 12 months and suggested a figure of £100,000. Although
CCLA do not officially offer financial advice, Andrew suggested that we should realise that sum now
because of the likelihood of a rather bumpy ride in stock markets during the current political uncertainty.
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So as a committee we need to decide 1. whether the figure of £100k is realistic, and 2. should we put the
money 'in our back pocket' now. 

Following advice from David Ricks on likely reordering expenditure in 2019 the committee resolved to
realise £50,000 now from our CBF Investment Fund Income shares account and place it in our CBF
Deposit account. 

3. Parish Giving Recorder’s Report

The year end totals are as follows:

Cumulative totals 2018 2017 Difference
to Dec 18 to Dec 17

Parish Giving Scheme £ NGA 3173.04 31961.43 1105.3
£ GA 23919.26
£ GA tax 5974.43

Average No 43.4 40.9 2.5
One off Gift Aid £3,320.57 4152.42 -£831.85
Envelopes NGA £803.50 £1,437.50 -£634.00

GA £1,483.70 £1,526.50 -£42.80
Standing Orders £1,314.00 £1,469.00 -£155.00

Total 40031.92 40587.77 -555.85

The results are a little disappointing in their drop since 2017 however, the good news is that more people
are gradually joining the PGS scheme which is much more effective in the long term.

The envelope givers tend to be of the older generation and HW did not approach any of them to transfer
to the PGS scheme again as she had done so last year.  

The good news is that HW’s approach to those giving on a ‘one off’ basis, paid dividends with one of
these  letting  her  know that  they  were  signing  up.   Unfortunately,  one  is  moving  away and will  be
cancelling their arrangement.

HW has followed up her two ideas from our last meeting and:i. Submitted an article to December’s magazine offering a general thank you to all thosewho give through weekly and monthly donations by whatever method.ii. Obtained permission from Robert to go ahead with the idea to put a PGS application formin each pew with an explanatory note.   Robert  will  read out  a short  message at  thebeginning  of  the  service  once  I  have  done  this.   With  the  approach  of  Christmas,  itseemed best to leave doing this until the New Year this will be arranged shortly.
A further gift aid claim has been made in the early new year for around £1100.

4. General Fund Raising

RW reported that two concerts are now booked for 2019 – in March the Exeter Chamber Choir and in
June a mixed concert for the Air Ambulance.  It is hoped that the Cologne Philarmonic choir will return
in  August.   RW  plans  to  approach  those  who  have  previously  undertaken  –  Choir  safari  supper,
Churchwarden’s lunch, Bellringers’ summer fair and the November coffee morning.
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5. Update on Financial Aspects of Reordering 

DR reported to the Committee that Mid Devon Council had been approached for planning permission for
the toilet block at a cost of £254.  They had required an ecological survey, and this had been undertaken
for £350 + VAT but no bats found!  The Church has outline permission and a final result is anticipated
within three months.

RW raised the possibility of having income from a mobile phone mast on the Church roof.  DR will
approach the Diocese to discuss the idea.

6. Consideration of employees’ salaries

a. Parish Administrator
RG proposed that a Parish Administrator rather than a Rector’s PA be appointed to replace Sheila Taylor.
He is in the process of drawing together a small group to consider the terms and job description based on
the information that Sheila left.  The group will consist of RG, Gill Heard, Catherine Makepeace and Rod
Hilton.  It is hoped that on an interim basis the new person could work at RG’s flat in Tiverton but then
move to a newly designed parish office in the current Church library following reordering.

b. Director of Music
Within the 2019 budget, the Director of Music’s salary had included an estimated inflationary rise to
apply from April.  Andrew Curtis had explored himself whether he qualifies as a ‘professional’ under the
RSCM rules but found that he does not.  

The Committee agreed that RG would report to Andrew the proposed inflationary rise and if necessary
meet with Andrew to check that this will be sufficient to retain his services.  Andrew is self-employed so
that if  he wishes to propose an additional  increase, he would be asked to put forward an alternative
proposal.  DP will avail RG of the correct figures for the inflationary rise.

Note: Andrew will receive an additional £70 fee for weddings or funerals as from the start of 2019.

7. Any Other Business   

There was none.

8. Date of Next Meeting

Thursday 28 February 2019 at 7 pm at 20 Blundells Avenue.

The meeting ended at 8.30 pm with the Grace.

Rod Hilton 
Chairman
18 January 2019  
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Appendix A
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Appendix B
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Appendix C
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Appendix D
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